
ALFRD PAUL SECKEL, a resident of Caifornia,

Plaintiff,

v.

TOM McIVER, an individual, and DOES 1 through 100, inclusive.

Defendants.

CASE No.: CV03-66 CAS (PLAX)

DECLARATION OF Bar D. Hibbs

i, Bar D. Hibbs, declare:

I have personal knowledge of the facts as set fort below:

I am not a par to this action. i can testify in a Court of Law under oath the following
facts:

I am an engineer at AeroVironment in Simi Valley, CA.

1 have known the plaintitf At Seckel since approximately the mid 1980s. In approximately
1984, Al Seckel founded a skeptical group to counter varous pseudoscientific beliefs in
popular culture. This group was caHed the Southern California Skeptics (SCS). In
approximately1987, I was appointed by the Board to tae over the role of SCS Treasurer
from the previous treaurer John Edwards, and continued in this oftïcial role until the group
suspended its activities sometime in 199. Between 1987 and 199 I was offcially listed as
the SCS treasurer on all SCS mastheads. I reported to the SCS Board on a regular basis
about the finances of SCS. AI Seckel was present at these meetings, along with other SCS
board members. I also reguarly attended the meetigs of SCS. I rarely see Al Seckel
anymore.

Durng the time that I was SCS trasurer, I personally handled all the tïnances and
accounting of the SCS. This task included keeping track and recording all income/expenses
of SCS, as well as check writing privileges for varous SCS expenses. I made copies of all
checks, all ban deposit receipts (which included cah deposits from the basket to collect
donations during the meetings). All of ths I entered into an accounting program on my
computer, and the results of the accounting were given to the SCS board at the Board
meetings, and accurate and tre anua accounts were published in the LASER, the offcial

Newsletter of the group. I tok ths job very seriously, and did it myself. Al Seckel never

tred to influence me in any way in doing the accounting, was not involved in the

accounting, and I was never "under his control" as some people have falsely claimed. I am
my own person and do my own work.
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While I was treasurer 01 ::C::, at no time was tiere any signi1icat income into tie group,
and legitimate expenses seemed to always quickly consume any income that came in,
despite the tact tiat the group was run on a very tight shoestnng. Any income to ::C:: was
quickly eaten up by expenses that related to mas promotional mailings, subscriber
mailings, pnntings 01 tie tlyers and otier promotional literature, printing 01 the LAbK
(the offcial joural of the group), subscriptions, bok purchases, banquet and conference
costs, costs ot tie Beckman AUditonum, and other legitimate ::C:: expenses. Un severa
occasions, SCS was short funds to cover the expenss that had to be outlaid. At this point,
Al ::eclcel would step in and put his own personal tunds into tie ::e:: account to cover the
SCS account so that it would not be overdrawn. As SCS was always operating at a slight
loss, Seckel would rarely, it ever, reimburse limselt tor the money tiat he outlaid to cover
SCS. Other Board members also contrbuted some funds to keep SCS afoat. Seckel did not
"loot the skeptics out of existence" as has been falsely claimed.

The rumors that have been related to me tiat AI Seckel had somehow been inappropriate,
misused, or taen funds from the SCS accounts for his own personal benefit are completely
contrar to my experience and knowledge. 1 canot say ths more emphatically, as tie trti

is just the opposite! I know of no foundation to these claims at alL. The claim made by Pat
Linse that AI Seckel received $6,00 from SCS (during my tenure as treasurer 1987-199)
is absolutely false and without ment. 1 never saw those Kinds ot tunds in the Skeptics at
any time.

The accounting books of SCS have always been open to anyone that asked. These boks
had copies of all checks deposited, originals of all checks writtn, copies of all deposit
receipts, alt SCS ban statements, and a computerized accounting of all transactions. All of
ths was prepared solely by me. A tre and correct copy of the SCS accounting books were
provided to Hie Shneour, Phillip Klass, and CSICUP. 1 cannot recall anyone else that ever
asked me to examne them. I kept them in my possession until approximately a few years
ago, when lack of space and any interest in them, made me decide to thow them out. This
is a decision I did entirely on my own, and I did not consult with anyone about it, as SCS
had closed down its operation weU over 10 year previousty. Tils is what t informed At

Seckel when be contacted me recently for copies of the SCS accounting boks.

Finally, there have been allegations that Secket somehow "fabricated" the accounting
boks to make them appear as if he did not "loot the skeptics." I know of no reason to do
this, as the legitimate accunting boks showed just the opposite: that he helped keep the
Skeptics financially afoat, rather than looting it. In addition he never accesse the
computer on which 1 kept the records without my presence. The computer was almost
always at Aero Vironment so he could not have gaied access to it without my knowledge.

I declare under penalty of perjur under the laws of the State of Caiforna that the
foregoing is tre and correct.

Executed ths day of December i. 3 , 20 , at Simi Valley, Caiforna.

~t t1 N;lJa
Bart D. Hibbs
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ALFRED PAUL SECKEL, a resident ofCaijfornia,

PlaintifT,

v.

TOM McIVER, an individual, and DOES 1 through 100, inclusive.

Defendants.

CASE No.: CV03-G606 CAS (PLAX)

DECLARATION OF Elie A. Shneour

t, Elie A. SIineour, declare:

1 have personal knowledge of the facts as set forth below:

I mn not a party to this action, önd this is a statement for the record, and I am willing to
tcsti fy in Court to the facts stated herein.

I hold or held a number of responsible positions as listed in such reference works ::s
Marquis Who's Who in America, in the Vlest, in the World, and in American Men and
Women of Science.

I have known plairitiff AI Seckel since 1986. We remain friends to this day. I was a
member of the Southern California Skeptics Board from abcut 1988-1990, until it
suspended operations in 1990. I was appointed Chairman by the Board ûfthe Southern
California Skeptics (SCS) just prior to 1983. I had a very active involve~ment in the
acIÏvities of this group while I was its Chairni.n. Al Seckel was the Executive Direct.or
and Bart Hibbs was the Treasul~r. i also know Pat Linse, a volunte~r who did
ilustrations for our newsletter LASER, and Tom McIver, a member (which was open to
anyone) who would occasionally come to our meetings.

As active Chairman of the Southem Caìifo:nia Skeptics between 1988 mid 1989, and
someone who was prescr.t at every Board meeting amI almost every public lecture put on
by the Southern California Skeptics, I was ~n the position to field any complaint. I WJS
readily accessible tc the membership. I state categorically for the record that at no time
during the active functioning of SCS, dicì anyone ever bring up the issue to me or most
likely to any i'fthe Board members, ofh~ving lost our non-exempt tax status, (il1d had
someone done so, I would certainly have known about it. 'Ibis matter was not brought to
my attection by anyÖne umil sometime in 1990 after the time SCS had ceased operating
and soliciting funds. When it W&S brought to my (tttention, the issue was immediately
looked into, and it was quickly determined that the lRS had a defünci: aådress. with no
proper forwarding address, and the notices therdore could not have been received..
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I state categorically for the record, and something that I have done on innumerable
occasions over the years, that Al Seckel did in no way "embezzle" or otherwse misuse
the funds of the Southern California Skeptics. The income of the Southern California
Skeptics was small, and there were many expenses, which included, but were not limited
to the following: bulk mailings, subscriptions, book purchases, flyers, newsletters,
advertising, speaker fees, rentals of lecture halls. In fact, the last year of the nomal
operations of the Southern California Skeptics, moved its venue to the expensive
Beckman Auditorium on the Californa Institute of Technology campus,. This precluded
our organization from staying in the black. The Southern California Skeptics, therefore,
could not possibly accumulate any operative reserve. This alone should be sufficient to
sustain the basic fact that not only did Seckel not embezzle non-existent funds, but he
was donating money to the organization, just so that it could pay its bills. In fact, I
personally also donated several hundred dollars of my own funds to help keep it alive.
The idea that Seckel "embezzled" or misappropriated "tens of thousands," if not
"hundreds of thousands" of dollars from the SCS is ludicrous and without any merit at
any point in its entire history.

Sometime in 1990-1991 I became aware of unsubstantiated rumors floating around that
somehow Seckel had "embezzled" funds. I therefore urgently contacted the SCS
Treasurer Bart Hibbs, who was in charge of the accounting for the Skeptics. I remember
carefully reviewing all the accounting documents, including copies of all checks ever
deposited and transacted, all bank deposit slips (showing the cash deposits as well),
copies of all checks written on the SCS ban account, and computerized accounting of all
transactions. I could find absolutely nothing that could in any way be considered
abnormaL. The transactions were only the normal and necessary operating expenses.

There was no "smoking gun," no discrepancies, and nothing unusual at alL. If there were
any such discrepancies as are claimed, they would have been immediately apparent to
me. There simply were none. The Treasurer Bart Hibbs did a very careful job of keeping
the books. I informed many people, including Pat Linse and Tom McIver of my findings,
but they both refused to believe me. Both of them adamantly continued to assert what I
consider to be slander and defamation of the character of my friend Al SeckeL. They
stubbornly rejected any and all evidence that would exonerate Al Seckel in any way.

CSICOP, the parent group of SCS, was also sent a copy of the accounting documents,
and they too confirmed the conclusion that there were no financial wrong of any kind
associated with the SCS.

I would also argue to no avail with both Pat Linse and Tom McIver about Al Seckel's
leukemia, which they did not believe existed at alL. In fact I personally visited Al Seckel
in the hospital and was shown and could see clear evidence of his leukemic condition.
This eamed me their accusatory derision of having been "defrauded" by Al SeckeL. I

threatened legal action against both of them if they continued to spread false and
defamatory information about either Al Seckel or myself.
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In 1993 I sent a letter to Michael Shermer, who was running the new Skeptic's group, as I
was a member of the Editorial Board of the key publication of his organization, and who
at that time was justifiably concerned about the rumor mongering, and at that time once
again for the record, I stated to him that there had been no mishandling of the funds of the
SCS.

Furthermore, there were also allegations against Al Seckel's relationship with Cornell
Professor L. Pearce Wiliams, whom I had the pnvilege to meet several times dunng his
California visits to give lectures to the SCS. We spoke about Al Seckel at length, and
Professor Williams was extremely proud of his former student, praised him highly, and I
never heard him utter any critical words against him. A letter, ostensibly wntten by
Professor Williams, was circulated by Tom McIver in the early i 990s which did not
connect in any way with anything that Professor Willams personally told me about his
relationship with AI SeckeL.

There were also allegations that Seckel defrauded investors (Ronald and Marilyn
Crowley, Murray Gell-Mann, Paul MacCready, and Steve Allen) in a "scheme" involving
an antique clock. Nothing could be furher from the truth. I have talked to all of them, and
those that are alive are still good friends with AI SeckeL. Not a single one of them
believes that they were defrauded by Al Seckel in any way, and that I view such rumors
as false and without merit. I had recent conversations about the matter with my dear
friend Paul MacCready whom I invited to visit me, just before he passed away this year,
as well as with the Nobel laureate and legendary physicist Murray Gell-Mann, whom I
had the pleasure to see again at Al Seckel's house in Malibu this past month.

I was aware that Tom McIver was spreading false and defamatory statements about Al
Seckel in the late 1980s. Seckel sent him a legal letter to cease and desist otherwise there
would be serious legal consequences. This seemed for a while to quiet McIver down.
That did not last as McIver undertook an active and vicious campaign to spread what I
can only describe as libel and slander in 1991 after he found out that Seckel was ill in the
hospital with leukemia and was at the time unable to respond. I find these activities,
which have now gone on for over twenty years, to be not only despicable, egregious, but
also extremely harmful and damaging to Al Seckel, someone who has and is continuing
to do many good things for the future of our planet.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the
foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge, belief and memory.

Executed this J ~ay of December 2007, at San Diego, State of California

Elie A. Shneour
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WhosWho in America~
SH!'EOUR, ELIE ALEXIS, biophysicist. researcher. historian: b. Neuillv.sur.
Seine. France. Dec. í!. 1925; came to U.S.. 1941. naturalized. i 944: s. Zálman
and Salomea (Landau) 5.; m. Polly H. Henderson. Sept. 7, 1990: children from
previous marriage: Mark Zalman. Alan Brewster. BA. C"lumliia U.. 1947: DSc
(hon.), Bard Coli.. 1969; MA. U. Calif. Berkelev, 1955; PhD. UCLA, 1958.
Tclir. and rsch. fellow U. Calif.. Berkeley. 195:3.55. Am. Hearl Assn. rsch.
fellow. 1958-62. teiig. and r.ch. fellow LA.. 1958: rsch. fellow Nat. Cancer
Inst.. 1956.57; Am. Hcart ASSIL rsch. fellow NYU. 1958-59; rsch. assoc.
genetics Stanford U.. 1962-65; assoc. prof. biology and neuroscis. U. Utah.

1965-69; rsch. neurochemist City of Hope Nat. Med. Or.. Duarle. Calif.

1969-71. Dir. rsch. Calbiocliem.. 197 i -75; pres. Biosystems Insts., Inc..
1975-; dir. Bios)'stems Rscli. Insl., i 979-; memo steering com. Nat. Acad.
Sci. Study Group on Bio!ogy and the Exploration of Mars. 1964: chmn. Western
Regional coun. Rsch. in Basic Bioscis. lor Manned Orliiiin~ Missions. Am. Inst.
BioI. Scis., NASA. 1966.69; fellow Com. Sci. In\'e~iigation Claims of
Paranormal. I 99&-. Author: Extraterresirial Life. 1965. (with Eric A- Oiiesen)
National Academy of Sciences. National Rsch. Coun.. 1966. (with S. Moffat)
Life Beyond the Earth. 1966, The Malnourished Mind. 1974: contbr. numerous
anicles to sci. and lay jours. Chmn. ciiizens adv. coun. San Diego Pub. Schs..
1971-72; mem. adv. coun. Cousteau Soc., i 977 .911; li. dirs. Lunar Power
System Coaliiion, 1993-2002. Transinnova S.A. France, 1990-; chmn. sci.

:id:v. .bd. County of San Diq:o. 1995-2002. With U.S. Army, i 944-45. Recipient
Wilham .L()c~wo()d pnze. 19-7. ~lcm. IEEE, AAAS (chmn. So. Calif. Skeptics
soc. Pacific divsn. i 988.lJi. Am. Chem. Soc.. N.Y. Acad. Scis.. Am. Inst. BioI.
SCIS., Am. Soc. for Bioclicmi.try and Molecular Biology (chmn. ~ci. advi~on.
program 1973.75. me.m. C";O. on pub. policy i 974-76, cong\. liai~on 1992-l.
Am. Soc. N::urochcmist~ ';oem. coon. i 971-73). Soc. Neurosci.. Inlernat. 51)(.
Neuro:hemisiry, U.S. C. of C. i li. din.. i Y93.Y8l. La Jolla Chamber Music Six.
CW. dirs. 1?94.97l: Internal. Cüun. .for Global Health Progress (N.Am. adv. bd.
1996-). Sigma Xi. Phi Sltma. Ollee: Biosystcms Rsch Inst 700 Fronl Si MS
CDM 608 San Die~o CA \'2101.6085

American
Men & Women
of Science""
SHNEOUR, ELIE ALEXIS. Personal Data: b Paris, France, December 11, 1925; m 1990,
Polly Marvick Henderson; c Mark Z & Alan B. Education: Columbia Univ, SA, 1947; Univ

Cali, Berkeley. MA, 1955, Univ Calif, Los Angeles, PhD(biol chom), 1958. Honorary
Degrees: DSc, Bard Col. 1968. Professional Experience: Mem bd dir, San Diego
Biomed Insl, 1981-1986; chmn, Sci Adv Bd, Ouadroma, Inc, 1981-1984; mem sci adv
coun. Cousteau Soc. Ine, 1977-; PRES & CHIEF EXEC OFFICER. BIOSYST INSTS INC
& DIR, BIOSYSTS RES INST, 1974-; Gen Else Co, 1965- & NAm Aviation, Inc, 1966-
1970 & other maj US & Foreign Corps, 1974-; mem sci & pub policy comt. Am Soc Bioi
Chemisls, 1974-1976; chmn sci adv prog, Am Sec Bioi Chemists, 1973-1978; dir res, Cal-

t biochem, 1971-1974; vis res neurochemist, Oiv Neurosci, City of Hope Nat Med Ctr, Du-

arte, Calif, 1969-1971; chmn regional biosci res coun manned earth orbiting missions, Am
lnst Bioi Sci, 1966-1969; assoc prof molecular & genetic bioi, Univ Utah. 1965-1969; exec
secy bioi & explor Mars study group, Nat Aead Sci, 1964-1965; Consult. Melpar Inc,
1964-1965; res assoc genetics. Stanford Univ, 1962-1965; Am Heart Asn res fel, Univ
Calif, Berkeley, 1958-1962; asst, Univ Calif, Los Angeles, 1955-1958; asst biochem. Univ
Calif, Berkeley, 1953-1955; sr res lechr.cian, Univ Calif. Berkeley, 1950-1953; Asst dir res
& develop, J A E Color Works, NY, 1948- ~ 950; mem, Sci Adv Sd, Advan Polymer Systs
Inc. Memberships: Am Chem Soc; Int Soc Neurochem; NY Acad Sci; Am Sac Biochem &
Molecular Bioi; Am Soc Nourasci;lnt Sac NeurochemResearch Statement: Information
processing by biological systems.Temporal Thereof_. Mailing Address: Siosysts Res
lnst, 700 Front St COM-60B, San Diego, CA 92101-6009.
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California
All-Purpose Acknowledgment

State of California

lssCounty of 8a,\A i)tcc

On \D(:£nIo, 'l -l before me, .c¡. A .~~~'" cl~~ \l~
personally appeared .- ~lLL .f. S~lÚ -

/'"
"

personally known to me (or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to
be the personLs whose name(.~re subscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to me tha~he/they executed the same in(lher/their

authorized capacity(io/), and that by ~erltheir signaturecion the instrument
the personÇs, or the entity upon behalf of which the person~ acted, executed the
instrument.

t....,-
~.,~.
.;"

J~

WITNESS my hand and offcial seaL.

~~~.~
r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ F. Â. HENKÊLS tr ' ..:.~~ COMM. # 1578810 -i
0: NOTARY pueUC'CAUFORHIAO
0'- '- SAN cisao COUNT 0
\-'., MY GOMMlaSION EX,IRES!

1 ~ K-~ ,5 '. ~ ~~~ø ~..."
Signature of Notary Public : .)i'~ ,~.-,=(: ~-- ¡,~:;~: (::~,i.:-:' .., : ~_,í

'.~:¡)lji;n.s: My commission expires on:~\~2oq

Phone No' Le\ q -'10'2- 1 ~ 1- l-.._-~~\JpUt;;-I,?;¡

s; 2r;C~i f'.;;)(Z;íY LS~fnlng Ceiite: . AH R.ghts F:~~,-~¡ /eu . :");.d2r Dl'¡:n~ at 'i'Pi,"'¡Y N,:HèjyL:;Cllnii1gc.sp:... u;i'
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ALFRED PAUL SECKEL, a resident of California,

Plaintiff,

v.

TOM McIVER, an individual, and DOES 1 through 100, inclusive.

Defendants.

CASE No.: CV03-6606 CAS (PLAX)

DECLARTION OF William B. Provine, Ph.D.

I, William B. Provine, declare:

I have personal knowledge of the facts as set forth below:

I am not a part to this action.

I am the Andrew H. and James S. Tisch Distinguished University Professor in the
Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology at Cornell University.

I am attaching as Exhibit A, a true and correct copy of my curriculum vita.

I have known the plaintiff Al Seckel since the Fall of 1976, when he was enrolled in my
class in the history of science at Cornell University. This was the beginning of a very
long positive association and friendship with him, which continues to this day. Between
1976 and 1980, Mr. Seckel was enrolled in several of my classes in the history of science,
including an upper level seminar in the history of science. Mr. Seckel was active in all
my classes and always did well on the exams. In the Fall of 1976, I also introduced Mr.
Seckel to professor L. Pearce Wiliams, another professor in the History of Science at
CornelL. Pearce and Al took to each other immediately, and they formed a close
student/teacher relationship throughout the four years that Mr. Seckel attended CornelL. I

was a witness to this relationship, as I was also interacting with Seckel during his entire
four year attendance at Cornell University. I was well aware that he was taking other
courses at Cornell, especially hard science classes in the physics and astronomy
deparment.

For the record, Mr. Seckel commands an excellent knowledge of the history of science. I
know this through my own discussions/interactions with him on this topic that have now
spanned over thirt years.

I have had numerous discussions with professor Pearce Williams on the subject of Al
Seckel over the last thirt years, and I have never heard professor Wiliams state a bad
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thing about Mr. Seckel, but only positive things. He has always been proud of his former
student. In recent years, I attended the Cornell Presidential dinner (September 2004) in
Al Seckel's honor hosted by Jeffrey Lehman, then President of Cornell University, which
was also attended by Pearce Williams and his wife Sylvia, among other distinguished
Cornell faculty members, and other people who were familiar with Seckel while he was a
student there. I also attended Seckel's packed lecture at Cornell University after the
dinner, which was introduced by President Lehman. President Lehman spoke of Seckel in
glowing terms, based on their long relationship together.

I recently visited Al Seckel, Pearce and Sylvia Wiliams in September 2007 at the home
of Pearce Williams, where Al Seckel was a guest staying there. There was nothing but
good cheer all around by both professor Williams and his wife Sylvia who are very close
to SeckeL. I recorded part of this reunion on videotape. I know that whenever Seckel
visits Cornell, he stays as a guest with professor Williams.

In recent years I have been very involved with Al Seckel, and Cornell University
librarian David Corson (who has also known Seckel positively for over 30 years) to place
my enormous collection in the history of population genetics and evolutionary biology
into the Cornell University librar system, where it wil be preserved for scholars. Mr.
Seckel managed to achieve a great goal of mine and that of Cornell University without
requesting compensation of any kind. He did this solely to help repay the debt that he felt
he owed Cornell University for his own education. i know that Cornell University and I
are incredibly pleased with the vast effort that Al Seckel put into making this a reality.

I declare under penalty of perjur under the laws of New York that the foregoing is true
and correct.

K;~IfuaCa'NeWYOrk.
Willam B. Provine

o\J _~~€n1.J:v_!v to.- 260'1 ~ç,rc lì~ .~.~
Lùí)' \o.m ß. VR.OVI ~ ì ~ 8A~ j ¡J /ì~ P l't~'fQ.e.
W;W 'P rop. id-OO~ rQeo4t (,(\ \

M~ b.lbw~~ç~
~ MARY E.OWERY
Notary Public, State of New Yorl

Qualífieu in Tompkins County

My Commission Expires 07(2/20 1 J)
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2005 CURRCULUM VITAE

NAME: Wiliam B. Provine

COLLEGE: Arts and Sciences

DEP ARTMENTIUNIT: Ecology and Evolutionar Biology
History

TITLE: Charles A. Alexander Professor of Biological Sciences

CAMPUS ADDRESS: E139 Corson Hall

PHONE: 607-254-4264

E-MAIL: wbp2~corneii.edu

BACKGROUN

EDUCATION

Year Degree Institution

1970
1965
1962

Ph.D.
M.A.
B.S.

History of Science, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ilinois
History of Science, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ilinois
Mathematics, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ilinois

ACADEMIC RAKS (year achieved)

Professor:
Associate Professor:

1982 (Cornell University)
1974 (Cornell University)
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2004 CURRCULUM VITAE - Willam B. Provine

Assistant Professor:

Assistant Professor:

1969 (Cornell University)
1968 (Monteith College, Wayne State University, Detroit)

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT ALIUIT PROGRA AREA

Evolutionar Genetics, Systematics, and Macroevolution

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

History of evolution and genetics

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Year Experience

1992-present Charles A. Alexander Professor of Biological Sciences, Department of
Ecology and Evolutionar Biology, Cornell University

1986-present Professor, History of Biology, Department of Ecology and Evolutionar
Biology, Cornell University

1982-1986 Professor of History and Division of Biological Sciences, Section of
Ecology and Systematics, Cornell University

1974-1982 Associate Professor of History and Division of Biological Sciences,

Cornell University

1969-1974 Assistant Professor of History, Cornell University

1968-1969 Assistant Professor of Natural Science, Monteith College, Wayne State
University, Detroit

1962- 1964 Science Teacher (6th, 7th, and 8th grades), North Shore Country Day
School, Winetka, Ilinois

SABBATICALS AND STUDY LEAVES

Sabbaticals:
2004 (Fall)
1998 (Fall)
1991-1992
1984 (Fall)

HONORS AND A WARDS

Recipient, The Darin Award, The Society for the Study of Evolution, 1996

2
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2004 CURCULUM VITAE - William B. Provine

Recipient, John M. and Emily B. Clark Award for Distinguished Teachers of Undergraduates in

the College of Arts and Sciences at Cornell, 1989

Courses Taught (course number and name)

BIOEE 207, Histoiy 287, S&TS 287: Evolution
BIOEE 467, Histoiy 415, S&TS 447: Seminar in the Histoiy of Biology
BIOEE 760, Graduate seminar in the Histoiy of Evolution and Ecology

GRADDA TE FIELD MEMBERSHIPS

Ecology and Evolutionar Biology

Histoiy
Science and Technology Studies
Zoology

GRADUATE MAJORS

Current

Miranda V. Paton, Ph.D., 2005

Total Completed (names and dates)

Gregoiy W. Graffn, M.S. Special, 2002; Ph.D., 2003; Marc Speyer-Ofenberg, M.A., 2002;
Lawrence G. Carbone, Ph.D., 2000; Tomoko Y. Steen, Ph.D., 1996; Lawrence G. Carbone, M.A.
Special, 1995; Mar M. Barley, Ph.D., 1994; Tomoko Y. Steen, M.A. Special, 1994; David

Takacs, Ph.D., 1994; Sara F. Tjossem, Ph.D., 1994; Nadine M. Weidman, Ph.D., 1994; David A.
Livesay, Ph.D., 1991; Sergio F. Sismondo, Ph.D., 1991; David Takacs, M.A. Special, 1991;
Chandak Sengoopta, M.A. Special, 1990; V. Bett Smocovitis, Ph.D., 1988; Brian A. Par,
Ph.D., 1986; William C. Kimler, Ph.D., 1983; Mar Ellen Bogin, M.A. Special, 1982; Robert P.
De Marais, M.A. Special, 1973

GRAUATE MINORS

Current

Derek Cabrera, Ph.D. Education, expected 2005. Lisa Onaga, Ph.D. S&TS, expected 2007.

Total Completed

Theresa Fulton, Ph.D., 2002.

REPRESENTATIVE PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES

3
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2004 CURRCULUM VITAE - William B. Provine

American Association for the Advancement of Science
American Genetics Association
American Society of Naturalists
American Society of Zoologists
Genetics Society of America
History of Science Society

Paleontological Society

Society for the Study of Evolution

PROFESSIONAL HONORAES

Wilhelmine Key Lecturer, International Congress of Ecology and Evolutionar Biology, College

Park, Marland, 1990
Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1986
Guggenheim Fellowship, 1984-1985
Arnold Ravin Memorial Lecturer, University of Chicago, 1984
Cocos Fellow, Duke University Marine Laboratory, 1984
Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Lecturer (lectues under the auspices of Phi Beta Kappa at eight

different colleges and universities), 1979-1980

EDITORIAL BOARDS

Editorial Board, TREE, current
Editorial Board, Journal of Genetics, current

REPRESENT A TIVE PROFESSIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS

RECENT INVITED PRESENTATIONS
Invited Speaker, UCLA, May, 2005
Invited Speaker, VPI, April, 2005.
Invited Speaker, University of Virginia, September, 2004
Invited Speaker, Meeting on the Neutral Theories of M01ecular Evolution, Boston,

Massachusetts, May 2004
Invited University Speaker, SUNY Binghamton, October, 2003
Invited Class Lectuer, Ecology and Evolutionar BiologylHistory Deparents, Princeton

University, Princeton, New Jersey, April 2003
Invited Speaker, University of California, Riverside, Californa, March 2001
Invited Seminar Speaker, University of Californa, Department of Ecology and Evolutionar

Biology, Riverside, Californa, March 2001
Invited Speaker, Washington University, S1. Louis, Missouri, March 2001
Invited Seminar Speaker, Washington University, Deparment of History and Philosophy of

Science, S1. Louis, Missour, March 2001

RESEARCH AND EXTENSION GRANT REVIEW PANELS

4
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2004 CURRCULUM VITAE - William B. Provine

Research group on the origins of the neutral theories of molecular evolution, Dibner Librar,

Woods Hole, MA, June 2003

CONSUL TING

Consultant, Ethics Advisory Board, SmithKline Beecham, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1997-
2000

Consultant, Biology and Ethics Committee, Smithine Beecham, Harow, England, 1997

RESEARCH, INSTRUCTIONAL, AND/OR EXTENSION/OUTREACH
PUBLICATIONS

2005. Provine, W. B. Ernst Mayr, a retrospective. TREE. In press.

2004. Provine, W. B. Ernst Mayr: Genetics and Speciation. Genetics 167, 1041-1046.

2004 Provine, W. B. Speciation in Historical Perspective. In Dieckmann U,
Doebeli M, Metz JAJ & Tautz D (eds), pp. 17-29. Cambridge University Press. Applied
Systems Analysis

2004 Provine, W. B. Geneticists and the biology of race. In: Rama S. Singh and Marcy K.
Uyenoyama (eds), The Evolution of Population Biology. Cambridge University Press.

2003 Provine, W. B. Design? Yes. But is it intelligent? In: John Angus Campbell (ed.),
Darinism, design, and public education. Michigan State University Press.

2001 Provine, W. B. Origins of theoretical population genetics, with a new afterword.
University of Chicago Press.

1999 Provine, W. B. No free wil. ISIS 90:S 117-S 132.

1998 Mayr, E. and W. B. Provine (eds.). The evolutionar synthesis: Perspectives on the
unification of biology, 2nd edition. Harard University Press, Cambridge, Mass.

1996 Provine, W. B. Western geneticists discover Kimura. In: T. Ohta and W. B. Provine
(eds.), Special edition in honor of 

Motoo Kimura (1924-1994). Joural of Genetics

75:9-17.

1994 Provine, W. B. The origin of Dobzhansky's genetics and the origin of species. In:

Mark B. Adams (ed.), The evolution ofTheodosius Dobzhansky. Princeton University
Press, Princeton, pp. 99-114.

1991 Cain, A. J. and W. B. Provine. Genes and ecology and history. In: R. J. Berr, T. J.
Crawford, and G. M. Hewitt (eds.), Genes in ecology. London: Blackwell Scientific
Publications, 3-28.
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2004 CURRCULUM VITAE - Wiliam B. Provine

Provine, W. B. Edward Henr Stuevant and crosses between Drosophila melanogaster
and Drosophila simulans. Genetics 129:1-5.

Provine, W. B. Mechansms of speciation: A review. In: S. Osala and T. Honjo (eds.),

Evolution oflife: Fossils, molecules, and cultue. Tokyo and Berlin: Spnnger-Verlag,
pp.201-2l4.

Provine, W. B. Preface. In: Short history of genetics, by L. C. Dunn. Ames: Iowa
State University Press, pp. xxiii-xxiv.

1990 Provine, W. B. Discussion: Population genetics. Bulletin of 
Mathematical Biology

52:201-207.

Provine, W. B. The neutral theory of molecular evolution in historical perspective. In:
James F. Crow and Naoyuki Takahata (eds.), Population biology of genes and
molecules. National Academy of Sciences (Japan), pp. 17-31.

1989 Provine, W. B. Evolution and the foundation of ethics, with additions. Steven L.
Goldman (ed.), Science, technology, and social progress. Bethlehem: Lehigh
University Press, pp. 253-267.

Provine, W. B. Founder effects and genetic revolutions in microevolution and
speciation: An historical perspective. In: L. V. Giddings, K. Kaneshiro, and W. W.
Anderson (eds.), Genetics, speciation, and the founder principle. New York and
Oxford: Oxford University Press, pp. 43-76.

1988 Provine, W. B. Evolution and the foundation of ethics. MBL Science (Winter):25-29.

Provine, W. B. Scientists, face it! Science and religion are incompatible. The
Scientist, p. 10, 5 September 1988.

1987 Provine, W. B. Review of Trial and error: The American controversy over creation and
evolution, by Edward J. Larson. Academe 73:50-52.

1986 Provine, W. B. (ed.). Evolution: Selected papers, by Sewall Wright. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press.

Provine, W. B. Geneticists and race. American Zoologist 26:857-887.

Provine, W. B. Sewall Wright and evolutionar biology. Chicago: University of

Chicago Press.

1985 Provine, W. B. Adaptation and mechanisms of evolution after Darin. In: David
Kohn, (ed.), The Darnian heritage. Priceton: Princeton University Press, pp. 825-

866.
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2004 CURRCULUM VITAE - William B. Provine

Provine, W. B. The R. A. Fisher--Sewall Wright controversy and its infuence upon
modern evolutionar biology. Oxford Surveys in Evolutionar Biology 2: I 97 -219.

Provine, W. B. The study of the genetics of natural populations during the evolutionary
synthesis of the 1930s and 1940s. In: L. Bullini, M. Ferraguti, F. Mondella, and A.
Oliverio (eds.), La vita e la sua storia. SCIENTIA, pp. 121-128.

1983 Provine, W. B. Mechanisme, Dessein, et. Ethigue: La Revolution Darnienne
Inachevee. In: Yvette Conr (ed.), De Darvvin au Darwinisme: Science et Ideologie.
Pars: Vrin, pp. 113-121.

Provine, W. B. The development of Wright's theory of evolution: Systematics,
adaptation, and drift. In: Marjórie Grene (ed.), Dimensions of Darinism. Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, pp. 43-70.

1981 Provine, W. B. Origins of the genetics of natural populations series. In: Richard C.
Lewontin, John A. Moore, William B. Provine, and Bruce Wallace (eds.), Dobzhansky's
genetics of natural populations I-XLII. New York: Columbia University Press, pp. 1-
83.

1980 Provine, W. B. Choosing our genes, Ibid., pp. 8-10.

Provine, W. B. The end of ethics? In: William Bennett and Barbara Gale (eds.), Hard

choices: A companion to the television series. Boston: WGBH Educational
Foundation, pp. 3-4.

Provine, W. B., editor and contributor, with Ernst Mayr. The evolutionar synthesis.
Cambridge: Harard University Press.

1979 Provine, W. B. Francis B. Sumer and the evolutionary synthesis. Studies in the
History of Biology 3:211-240.

Provine, W. B. Gene, Enciclopedia Einaudi 6:530-556. Torino: Einaudi.

Provine, W. B. Genetics, race, intelligence: The Genetics Society of America
resolution. The Cornell Review 6:21-34.

Provine, W. B. GenetipolFenotipo (Genotye/Phenotye), Enciclopedia Einaudi
6:597615. Torino: Einaudi.

1978 Provine, W. B. Eredita (Heredity), Enciclopedia Einaudi 5:565-6 10. Torino: Einaudi.

Provine, W. B. Role of mathematical population geneticists in the evolutionary
synthesis. Studies in the History of Biology 2:167-192.
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2004 cURRCULUM VITAE - William B. Provine

1977 Provine, W. B. Facts bearng on Darwin's illness. Review of To be an invalid, by

Ralph Colp. Science 196:1431-1432.

Provine, W. B. Role of mathematical population geneticists in the evolutionary
synthesis of the 1930s and 1940s. Lecture Notes in Biomathematics 13:2-30.

1975 Provine, W. B. An attempt to limit research. Review of Antivivisection and medical
science in Victorian society, by Richard D. French. Science 189:711-712.

Provine, W. B. Missing some of Darin's brilliance. Review of Darwin on man, by

Howard E. Gruber and Paul H. Barett. Natue 253:483-484.

1974 Provine, W. B. Proof of natural selection. Review of The triumph of the Darinian
method, by Michael Ghiselin. Nature 250: 169-170.

Provine, W. B. Review of Kenneth Ludmerer, Genetics and American Society: A
historical appraisaL. Isis 65: 1 0 1-1 02.

1973 Provine, W. B. Geneticists and the biology of race crossing. Science 182:790-796.

i 972 Provine, W. B. Edward Murray East, dictionary of scientific biography. New York:
Scribners, VoL. 4, pp. 270-272.

1971 Provine, W. B. The origins of theoretical population genetics. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press.

1965 Provine, W. B. The legend of "Long Tom" at the Cumberland Gap. Tennessee
Historical Quarterly 24:256-264.

1964 Provine, W. B. Science--The historical approach. Bulletin of the Independent School

Association of the Central States 2:No. 2.

OTHER PUBLICATIONS RESULTING FROM WORK DONE UNDER THE
DIRECTION OF WILLIAM B. PROVINE:

1997 Carbone, L. G. Adoption ofresearch animals. Animal Welfare Information Center
Newsletter 7(3-4):1-2,9-10.

Carbone, L. G. Death by decapitation: A case study of the scientific definition of
anmal welfare. Society and Anmals 5(3):239-56.

Carbone, L. G. The public life of dogs: Dogs in the Anmal Welfare Act. Society for
Veteriar Medical Ethics Newsletter 3(3) supplement: 14-16.
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2004 CURRCULUM VITAE - Wiliam B. Provine

Pinch, T., H. M. Collins, and L. G. Carbone. Cutting up skills: Estimating difficulty as
an element of surgical and other abilities. In: S. R. Barley and J. Off (eds.), Between
craft and science: Technical work in U.S. settings. ILR Press, Ithaca, N.Y., pp. 101-12.

Ramsay, M. M., J. D. Tame, J. A. Winter, L. G. Carbone, D. H. Schlafer, and P. W.
Nathanielsz,. Proteinuric hypertension in a pregnant baboon: Was this pre-eclampsia?
Journal of Medical Primatology 26:207-12.

1994 Adaska, 1. M. and L. G. Carbone. Spontaneous mesothelioma in a Syrian hamster.
Laboratory Animal Science 44:383-385.

Adaska, J. M., 1. C. Smith, and L. G. Carbone. A vacuum-assisted technique for
collection of blood from the guinea pig. Contemporar Topics in Laboratory Animal
Science 33:56-57.

Butt, M. T., R. E. Pappendick, L. G. Carbone, and F. W. Quimby. A cytotoxicity assay
for Clostridium sprioforme enterotoxin in cecal fluid of rabbits. Laboratory Animal
Science 44:52-54.

1993 Knodel, J., M. Barley, S. Gardescu, L. Abrahamson, and D. Allen. Solving the mystery
of the "maple malady" - Blame the pear thrps! New York Forest Owner 31(No. 2):8-9.

1992 Barley, M. M. Darin and domestication: Studies on inheritance. Journal of the
History of Biology 25:307-333.

PROFESSIONAL OVERVIEW AN OBJECTIVES
(One paragraph, not to exceed one-half page, single-spaced)

1. A book on modem evolutionar biology, free wil and moral responsibility. The
arguent is that modem evolutionar biology suggests 5 consequences: no gods worth having,

no life afer death, no ultimate foundation for ethics, no ultimate meaning in life, and no free
wil. I argue that these implications are actually easy to swallow. No free wil logically means
that we must reconsider crime and punshment, leading I think to a much kinder society. I also
consider ways for evolutionists to cooperate with creationists and fundamentalists in general.
Contract with W. W. Norton, projected finish, August 2005.

2. In many lectures at a wide varety of institutions (including Harard, University of
Chicago, Emory, University of Georgia, Washington University, and Cornell) I have argued that
random genetic drift over short numbers of generations is biologically impossible and hopeless to
demonstrate in natul populations. Nor do I think that random drft is importt for deep
evolutionar time-if true, chromosomes would cease to exist. Now I feel suffciently confdent
to write a book on ths subject, and great prelude to the next project.

3. A projected book on the history of the theories of neutral molecular evolution. I have
at Cornell a fabulous collection of research materials, including the entire correspondence of
Motoo Kimura, and detailed recorded interviews with most of the paricipants of the early years
afer 1968, excepting Jack Lester King, who died prior to the project. I have traveled to Japan i i
times for research.

9
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2004 CURRCULUM VITAE - Wiliam B. Provine

Ths project is very diffcult mathematically and cultually. I have \vritten 2 chapters on
Kimura and ",rill continue work as possible. The University of Chicago has expressed strong
interest in publishing the book. I want for the book to be more readable to a wider audience than
my book on Sewall Wright and Evolutionar Biology.

4. For two decades I have worked on a book about the history of 
views about race among

evolutionists and geneticists. Other projects, with immediate need for intervievv'ing living elderly
scientists, have taken priority. I would like to finish this project. Six chapters are written with
four to go.

5. A fuher project would be to write a history of 
the concepts of species and speciation

from Ernst Mayr's Animal Species and Evolution (1963) to the present. I anticipate a
development that is almost as confsing to evolutionists as to laypersons with an interest in
biology.
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ALFRED PAUL SECKEL1 a resident of Californiai

Plaintiff 1

v.

TOM McIVER1 an individual i and DOES 1 through 1001
inclusive 1

Defendants.

CASE NO.: CV03-6606 CAS (PLAX)

DECLARATION OF L. PEARCE WILLIAMS 1 Ph. D

IiL. Pearce Williamsi declare:

I have personal knowledge of the facts as set forth
below.

I am not a party to this action.

I have a serious and on-going£e~ medical
conditioni which prevents me from any long distance
traveling 1 and this medical condition will not allow me
to testify in California on behalf of plaintiff Al
Seckel.

I am Professor Emeritus in the History of Science at
Cornell Uni versi ty i in Ithaca 1 New York. I was the John
Stambaugh Professor of the History of Science i
Director 1 Program in the History and Philosophy of
Science and Technology 1 Cornell University. I am fully
retired from teaching and doing research.

I first met Mr. Seckel in the fall of 19761 when
another Cornell professor introduced us. Mr. Seckel and
I shared a mutual love of books as well as a passion
for the history of science and ideas. Between 1976 and
19801 Seckel and I developed a very close
professor/student relationshipi spending a good deal of
time together. It was during this period that we
developed a close personal friendship. During those
four years, Seckel was enrolled in several of my
courses at Cornell, including my History of Western
Civilization Class, and some of my upper level history
of science seminars. He was an unusually gifted

£t~~'
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student and did all the required course work with
passion and enthusiasm.

Attached as exhibit A, is a true and correct copy of an
inscription that I handwrote to Seckel, which summed up
my opinion of him, ~ To Al Seckel i my most unusual, and
possibly best, student. Pearce."

I was also friendly to his wife Laura Seckel, who was a
student at Cornell during the same time that Seckel was
a student. I came to know both of them very well.

My friendly relations with Al Seckel continue to this
day, and I was extremely honored when in 2004 he
returned to Cornell University to give the Presidential
lecture on his work in visual perception. I attended
that lecture, which was glowingly introduced by then
Cornell President Jeffrey Lehman. Seckel's dedication
to me at the end of his lecture brought tears to my
eyes.

I do not know the Defendant Tom McIver. I do not know
Pat Linse. I do not recall any time that I have spoken
or written to either of them about Mr. Seckel.

I have seen a document (attached as exhibit C) where
Defendant Tom McIver and Pat Linse have been using my
name and reputation to spread defamatory information
about my personal, scholarly i and business relationship
to Al Seckel.

For the record: It is absolutely not true that Al
Seckel has ever defrauded either me or any member of my
family. Nor is it true that I have ever called him a
~ thief." Any such representations are false.

Furthermore, in my opinion, Mr. Seckel possesses an
excellent knowledge of the history of science i which I
know from not only being one of his professors in this
area i but through numerous discussions on the topic.
Any representations that I have said anything to the
contrary are false. These and any other such false
representations said to be in my name are not only
harmful to Mr. Seckel's fine reputationi but to mine as
well. I have never i nor would I ever state such things
privately or in public about Mr. Seckel.

,/~u~
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I am proud that Al Seckel was my student, and I am
proud of what he has accomplished in his scholarly
works, research, and lectures.

I declare under penal ty of perj ury under the laws of
the State of California that the foregoing is true and
correct.
Executed this day of October 5, 2007, at , New York.

;t~:~
/b -O!5 -()'l

u¿JftJ J ýJ
'~../ l BE¿;F. POOLE

Notary Public, State of New York
No. 01 P04646427

C. Ql!alitjed in TOmPkiZ;!~i,ommission Expires /j ..
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ALFRED PAUL SECKEL, a resident of California,

Plaintiff,
v.

TOM McIVER, an individual, and DOES 1 through 100,
inclusive,

Defendants.

CASE NO.: CV03-6606 CAS (PLAX)

DECLARATION .OF SYLVIA WILLIAMS

I, Sylvia Williams, declare:

I have personal knowledge of the facts as set forth
below.

I am not a party to this action.

I am the spouse of L. Pearce Williams and have been
married to him for over fifty eight years. My husband
suffers from a serious medical condition, which
prevents him from traveling any long distances.
I have known Mr. Seckel very well since the late 1970s,
when Al Seckel was a very close student and friend of
my husband Cornell professor L. Pearce Williams.

My husband has always spoken extremely highly of Al
Seckel as both a person and in terms of Al Seckel's
scholarship in the history of science and in other
matters. I have witnessed his high opinion of Al Seckel
voiced to me as well as to others on innumerable
occasions. It is absolutely not true that Al Seckel has
ever tried to defraud either me or any member of my
family. For anyone to represent that my husband would
say such a thing is bearing false witness.

I do not know defendant Tom McIver. I do not know Pat
Linse. I do not recall any time that I have spoken with
either Tom McIver or Pat Linse about Mr. Seckel. I do
not recall ever hearing my husband discussing Al Seckel
wi th either of these individuals.

.-~~S;~~ ~
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In fact, both my husband and I have both maintained
extremely cordial relations with Mr. Seckel through to
the present day, and when he comes to Ithaca, he is
always welcome as a guest who stays with us at our
home.

I declare under penalty of perj ury under the laws of
the State of California that the foregoing is true and
correct.

Executed this day of October 5, 2007, at , New
York.~~w~
SYLVIA WILLIAMS

jO-(J5-()l" f) A

J-.~,
. F. POOLE':q:;;

Notary flu lie, State of New York ;~t. o. 01 P04646427't
. 'a~alined in -rompk~s ~~ I
Commission Exires l¡ . ~
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Dan meier Page 1 of3

ALFRD PAUL SECKEL, a resident of Californa,

Plaintiff

v.

TOM McIV an individual, and DOES 1 though 100, inclusive.

Defendants.

CASE No.: CV03-6606 CAS (pLAX

DECLARTION OF Danel Meier

1, Danel Meier, declare:

I have personal knowledge of the fact as set fort below:

I am not a par to ths acton, and ths a statement for the record, and I am willng to testify in Cour
to the facts stated herein.

lam professor of English, Pasadena City College. i have been teaching at Pasadena City College
since 1983.

i have known plaintiff AI Seckel since 1987. We first met when i asked him to lecte to my class at
Pasadena City College, which he gladly did on severa occaions without ever asking for

remuneraton of any kind. We quickly became cl ose fnends and continue our fnendship to ths day. In
1987 I became a member of the Southern Californa Skeptics as well as an active volunteer. At ths
time, i also met Pat Linse and Susy Shaw, both of whom were volunteer for the Southern Californa
Skeptics. Pat Linse was a ilusttor for the newlett of the group. To my knowledge, she had no
direc knowledge of the finances of the Souther Skeptics.

Attched ar docents, in which cert stteents are sad to be attbuted to me by Pat Linse. The

staments that Linse attbutes to me are entirely false, have never been uttered (in either oral or
wntten form) by me, and ar sad with the express and sole intent to falsely damage and defame
plaintiff AI SeckeL.

In an e-ma (Bate number MC 00475) dated 31 May 2007 from Pat Linse to Tom McIver, Linse
sttes:

"Dan told me that Seckel tred (sic) get him to walk a phoney (sic) trnscnpt into Pasadena City
College so S(eckel) could get ajob."

Ths claim is repeated in another e-mai (Bates -# MC 00484) date 2 July 2007 from Pat Linse to Tom
McIver:

"Also, Dan Meier supposedly was asked to deliver a fake transcrpt to Pasdena (sic) City College so
Seckel could get ajob there."

fie://G:\DAN MEIR.htm 11/29/2007
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Ths is entirely false. I have never said such a thng, even as a joke. Seckel has never asked me to get
him a job at Pasdena City College or anywhere else for that matter. Furermore. Seckel has never
shown me or referred to any transcript fake or otherwse.

In the e-mail (Bate number Me 00475) dated 31 May 2007 from Pat Linse to Tom McIver, Linse
stas:

"He (Dan Meier) also know (Seckel) is a crook."

Ths is entirely false. I have no knowledge that Seckel has been inappropriate in his financial dealings
with anyone, and I have never been involved with Seckel in any business dealings. I have never said
such a thng, nor have I speclated such a thng.

In the e-mail (Bates number MC 0075) dated 31 May 2007 from Pat Linse to Tom McIver, Linse
sttes:

"He (Dan Meier) and suzi invested with S(eckel) - it had somethng to do with a house, but Dan
claims he used to run with gangs as a kid and he had a couple frends (sic) theaten (S) and got his

money back. At leat that's the story Dan told me. I actally met the gang "god father" who
suppodly theaened AI. That's when Dan told me the story."

Ths accunt is repeated in another earlier e-mail (Bate # MC00452) from Pat Linse to Tom McIver
dated 10 June 1006:

"He (Dan Meier) is the only guy I know of who got his investment money back from AI since Dan
use to ru with Los Angeles gangs as a kid and he had some of his buddies stop by AI's place. Dan

could wrte a book about they guy."

f\~
Both sttements are entirely false. In fac the accunts are delusional, andjgibelous to me, as it
impugns a crminal behavior on my par which I never did or suggested doing. Nothng like ths
happened at alL I have never invested a single penny with AI Seckel ever (have none to invest), and
therefore, I have never needed to get money back. Nor have I ever threatened him in any way with
"gang" members or anyone else.

In an e-mail (Bates # MC00475) from Pat Linse to Tom McIver, dated 31 July 2007, Linse sttes:

"I th it wa Dan that (Seckel) caled when he got kicked out of a house in Pasadena - the story that

Dan told, if my rel is corr was that he helpe move S(eckel) into a mansion even though AI was

kicked out of his old house by the sherr (sic). So he hung out with him even though he knew what
he was up to for the thll of it."

Ths is another accunt by Pat Linse that is not only false, but delusonal. I know of no instce of AI
Seckel being evicted or "kicked out' from his houe by the Sheriff or any other law enforcement
agency. Nor would I say anytng about ths either in fact or jest to Pat Linse or anyone else.

I ca testfy to the fac that though conversatons that I have had in the ealy 1990s, and even in the

late 1980s, that Pat Linse in conjuncton with Tom McIver were embared on a serious and extemely
vicious campaign to malign and damage AI Seckel's reputation by stating thngs that Seckel did not
state, like that he wa professing that he had a Ph.D., when it was common knowledge in the late 80s
when he ra the Soutern Calorna Skeptics that he did not possess a Ph.D., and in over twenty
yea, I have never head him make such a claim, but have acly hea him correc such notions to
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numerous people, who would assume falsely that he did.

Furermore, both Pat Line and Tom McIver ramped up their effort to malign and defame AI Seckel
when they knew he was crticaly il with leukemia. and in no condition to contest rumors. Contr to
what Linse states in her e-mails to Tom McIver, I had numerous arments with Pat Linse as well as
Tom McIver tring to convince both of them that Seckel's leukemia was in fact very real, and that he
was not "fakng it," that he didn't defrud investors or me, embezze money from the Southern
Californa Skeptics (there was never any rea money there), and so on. Neither ofthern wanted to hea
anytng that would contradict their false claims. They simply would not listen.

In the last two yeas, Tom McIver tred to contact me again to voice his old false complaints about AI
SeckeL.

I declare under penalty of peijury under the laws of Californa that the foregoing is tre and correct.

Exected ths day of 29 November 2007, in Pasadena. Californa.

Danel Meier

'D~~~'
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT

State of California
County of ¿ \' :!~~

On Mv.:'J~t7 before me, \ hR //l' L-ee., M~ p~c-
(here insert name and title the offcer)

personally appeared ùa/7/p/ /-7e,;

pcm;onally known to me (or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be the

perso~ whose name~ubscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to

me tha~/~xecuted the same in~/#tuthorized capacity(.. and that by

&.A/t~ignatur~ on the instrument the personj8, or the entity upon behalf of which

the persor; acted, executed the instrument.

WITNESS my hand and offcial seaL.
i ~ ~.:: a a a - JÅ Hô Î. ~ ~ & l.. ~ CO, .173169 m
¡¡ . 'No l" !iw 'LOSAl CO

" J . n:-:: . i;.~ ~,.~.1~. ~t~ I
Signature _ ~

(Seal)
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